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South of Beale 

"Popular Dining Place"

One of Downtown's hottest night spots, South of Beale is a casual

gastropub known for its innovative cocktails, lively atmosphere and

elevated pub eats. Staying true to its Southern roots, the menu features

such inspired culinary creations as Jack & Coke bread pudding, catfish

and chips, duck patty melt, rueben egg rolls, and creole dog. Locals make

drop by for the excellent happy hour menu and the pub is a popular post-

work hangout. Spacious, brick-lined and low lit, South of Beale is a great

place to relax over convivial conversation and creative drinks.

 +1 901 526 0388  www.southofbeale.com/  southofbeale@gmail.com  361 South Main Street,

Memphis TN
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La Michoacana 

"Icy Delights"

If you love frozen treats, then La Michoacana is worth a try. Set on the

east side of the city in a strip mall, this ice cream shop is known for its

delectable paletas (Mexican ice pops). Their creative fare come in a wide

variety of flavors that range from the basic to exotic. Since none of their

frozen desserts are labeled, you can ask their affable staff to know which

is what. They will even suggest you the right one as per your palate. Huge

delicious scoops and cheap prices will not only satiate your popsicle

craving, but also will make your wallet hum with joy.

 +1 901 590 1901  4091 Summer Avenue, French Village Square Shopping

Center, Memphis TN
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Jerry’s Sno Cones 

"Ice Cream Delight"

Jerry’s Sno Cones is the answer when looking for some respite from the

sweltering summer heat. Its collection of over 40 divine flavors snow

cones will have the inner child in you come bursting out. Open every day

of the week, this ice cream parlor has a fan following of children and

adults alike that flock to have a bite of their favorite snow cone or to try a

new one. With old fashioned fruit flavors to the unique Tiger's Blood and

Superman, the excitement of each be doubled with a soft serve ice cream

added to the middle of the snow cone. Jerry's also offers a variety of

scrumptious burgers, pretzels and hot dogs for those looking for a heavier

snack.

 +1 901 767 2659  www.jerryssnowcones.com/  1657 Wells Station Road, Memphis TN
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